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Board of Directors 
January 16, 2016  

Approved 
 

MPOA Board of Directors' Meeting  
Members present are Clint Robertson, Brian Long, Jay Hutchens Matthias Smith of GERC, Liz Walker, Sue Kozup, Andrew Jezioro, Samuel Good, Michael 
Stockwell,  Dee Childs, Betty Newell and Eric Millard members absent were Wayne Ford MVOA Representative.   Also in attendance are Carter Miller, 
Administrator, Attorney Melisa Michaelson, Patty Watson of Villager Publications and Crystal Reamey as recording secretary and seven property owners. 
 
 Issue Discussion Action Due Date &  

Assigned to 
 I.  Regular Board of Directors 

    Meeting Call to Order 
 
 
 

Meeting called to order at 9:00 a.m. by President 
Robertson. 

  

     
     
 II.  Pledge of Allegiance  

 
 

Jay Hutchens led all attendees in the Pledge of 
Allegiance. 

 

     
     
 III. Confirmation of Agenda  

 
Under new business remove item “A”  no other changes  
   

 

 IV.  Approval of Minutes of  
November 21, 2015 

Dee Childs noted under Rules in the committee 
reports in the discussion area it states “Report given 
by Administrator Miller” and under the Issue area it 
states Report given by Dee Childs.  Dee was absent 
during this meeting and a correction is needed.  
 
 
 

Correct Item F on page 8 of the minutes under the issue 
column.  Change Dee Childs name to Carter Miller.  
 
 
Under the Executive committee report correction 
needed to Steve Krohn’s and Mike Shiflet last name. 
 
 
Brian Long made a motion to approve with corrections.  
Jay Hutchens made a second and the motion carried.  

 

 V.    Comments on the Agenda 
       From the Floor  

 
No comments from the floor.   
 

  
 

 

 Issue Discussion Action Due Date & 
Assigned to 

 VI.  Officers’ Reports      
 A.  Administrator Report   - 

Carter Miller 
Everyone has my written report. We had a really great 
December and closing for MPOA as far as our 
amenities go. I know Matthias didn’t have a great 
December but by working together I think we made it a 
little more enjoyable for all of the guest that were here.  
We stayed open until 9:00 PM for the guest to have 
something to do.  The maintenance department is very 

 
   

.   
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close to finishing the leaf removal.  You did see in my 
report that I will be coming back to the board to 
request the purchase of a new motor for the leaf vac.  
It is struggling with the 15 horsepower gasoline engine 
to keep up.  A new diesel engine will cost about 
$15,000.  We want to get a diesel engine that can take 
more abuse.  
  
President Robertson had a question regarding a 
picture of a dump truck parked at the dumpsters on 
Lanier Lane. Was the dump truck there because of 
overflow? Administrator Miller replied we have always 
parked the dump truck at the dumpster site during the 
three day holiday weekends.  Great Eastern has been 
great about coming on Sunday and picking up the 
overflow.  We are doing everything we can to keep the 
trash up and off the ground. 
Board Member Childs wanted to know if the truck is 
parked there when it’s not a busy weekend. 
Administrator Miller replied the dump truck is not 
parked when it’s not a busy weekend.  It will be there 
this weekend, Martin Luther King Jr. weekend. Even 
with Great Eastern helping out we don’t want to miss 
that overflow and have to call more employees in.  
That is something Matthias and I will be talking about 
and bringing back to this board over the next several 
months. Hopefully, we can work something out that will 
benefit everyone.  
 
Mike Stockwell – Since it didn’t come from the floor, 
people have been expressing concerns about the sign 
and how it looks. I’ll say it’s not exactly what I pictured 
in my mind from what I heard.  I also understand the 
need for it and it serving as a real functional purpose 
for safety.  Can it be moved and what is the process.  
Administrator Miller replied the sign was removable.  
The sign is sleeved where it could be turned to get the 
right angle.  The whole post could come off.  The only 
thing we would be losing is the concrete we poured in 
the tube and the electric we ran to it. This would have 
to be re-done at another location but could be done at 
minimum expense. It is not the intent to keep the sign 
on all the time but to use on an as-needed basis to 
notify people if we have accidents in the gap, if 
Massanutten Drive is being closed or for the Fire 
Committee if there is a controlled burn in the National 
Forrest. If we overuse that sign people will not look at 
it like the fire wise sign at the front. I want to use it as a 
tool, not abuse it.  
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Board member Long wanted to know if there was ice 
on Lanier Lane, would they allow owners to turn 
around and not go up the hill on Lanier and use the 
emergency gate? 
Administrator Miller replied I think we can do that.  We 
also added brine trucks to snow removal this year.  We 
now have the capability of brining the streets. 
Hopefully, this will help us like it did on Route 33.  We 
are doing everything we can to speed up snow 
removal and make it safer especially on our hills.   
 
Board member Childs – Wanted to talk more about the 
sign.  Her question - did we consult the A&ECC at all 
on the placement of the sign? 
President Robertson responded No, we are above the 
A&ECC, they report to us. 
Board member Childs thinks this is the problem.  If we 
look at the criticism that we have received. The thing 
that I hear the most is that the Board of Directors feels 
like they can do whatever they want and not consult 
the people that live here.  There are three instances 
where that’s actually quite true. One was the building 
of the guard house.  At the time I was here I said, have 
we consulted the A&E because I personally didn’t like 
it but Carter told me I would like it eventually.  Second 
was the placement of the dumpsters. I think if we 
consulted A&E there would be less animosity towards 
the Board. The third is the sign. I personally do not like 
where it is. I think our biggest mistake is where we put 
it.  I agree it’s an important message but the message 
we didn’t get out was that this sign could save your 
life. It lets you know the roads are dangerous. It could 
let you know before you get to Massanutten that you’re 
not going to get to the top and you can turn around.  
The fact that we put it up and said Welcome to 
Massanutten, etc., reeks of commercialism as 
opposed to this is here to save your life; this is here 
because it’s something you really need to know.   We 
need to get this message out right away. Then we can 
say “our bad”, we were testing it, we didn’t think that 
would be the initial reaction to it.  It’s a lot better now 
that it’s not flashing. My suggestion would be, if we’re 
going to do something that’s being viewed by 
everybody that comes to Massanutten, we should 
consult the A&E and have them on board with this.  I’m 
not allowed  to put a  sign in my yard that six families 
would see, but we as a Board of directors are allowed; 
at the entrance station that everybody that comes into 
Massanutten see, without consulting the committee 
formed by us, to make sure we adhere to our 
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ecological and aesthetic goals.   
President Robertson responded – Everything is 
layered in this system.  We have the A&E rep who sits 
on the board that didn’t raise any questions or 
concerns when we were doing it. If you have a 
disagreement with A&E, come to the Board to get that 
resolved. If we vote to put in a sign, why would we go 
to the A&E rep and say are you okay with it when the 
A&E rep is sitting right here? 
Board member Childs replied – What I voted for and 
what I pictured in my mind and what we have now are 
very different things.  
President Robertson – What did you picture? 
Board member Childs – I pictured a mobile sign like 
the ones on the highway that flash when you are going 
65 mph.  Something temporary that would come out 
when needed and be stored when not needed. Or if 
there was a problem on the S curves it would be 
moved to the entrance to the waterpark.   
Board Member Long responded – The mobile sign 
you’re talking about was a supplement sign that 
Matthias Smith was talking about possibly getting in 
addition to the information sign.   
President Robertson – Remembers talking about the 
permanent sign structure and how they were going to 
run the power.  I remember the conversation about 
building the pole and how high it would have to be so 
you could see it from every angle of the road. I mean 
we went through that.   
Board member Childs – But my point is, that what we 
initially approved conceptually was not reviewed 
before it became a reality.   
President Robertson replied when you went past it did 
you really notice it today?  Because I barely saw it 
when I went past it today in the dark with trees in the 
background.  
Board member Childs interjected and continued that 
she did notice it but would have moved it a little further 
back closer to the trees because when it’s flashing 
you’re still going to see it. But that’s not her point, her 
point is that she thinks if we were to work 
cooperatively with A&E we can avoid some of the 
animosity that arises when something is done that 
affects the entire neighborhood.  We are an elected 
board of directors and we have a backup, a 
corporative person, corporative committee, that really 
looks at the aesthetics before we go forward and do 
something.  I realize we can legally do what we have 
done, but I also realize that we have had several 
situations because we have moved forward without 
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consulting A&E or without providing the information 
upfront that we have opened ourselves up to some 
very legitimate criticism. The sign is not as bad when 
it’s not saying “Welcome to Massanutten”. I suspect 
that’s not exactly where A&E would have put it.  You 
don’t have to consult me but I think we can make 
some changes that will answer some of the criticism 
that we have gotten.  
 
Board member Kozup – Asked the question is that 
what our A&E was set up to do?   
Multiple board members responded No.  
Board member Kozup – continued with the A&E was 
set up to run things by the Board.    Unfortunately, Dee 
in my opinion, no, when the Board makes a decision 
you were here, and I’m sorry I didn’t hear, it was going 
to be a removable sign because Carter went into quite 
detail about it.  You’re going to have people that don’t 
agree but the board hopefully makes a decision for 
everybody’s concern. Like you said, it is now whether 
it needs to say welcome.  Some people may find that 
rather nice but it’s going to save lives. If you remember 
the blizzard last year.  I live where it was blocked, 
there was a fire, and could not get up there and if I 
have a heart attack and they cannot get up there 
because that place is closed then I have a chance of 
dying. It’s serious.  
Board member Childs - It’s an appropriate message to 
get out.  We need the sign and we need a way to let 
people know.  I agree with you completely on that.   
 
Board member Millard – When we have matters that 
concerns common or open space we always bring 
those to the Board for approval so there’s nothing the 
committee can do that’s a board concern.  
 
President Robertson also commented; there are more 
people sitting around this table that serve on A&E than 
any other committee.   We are every Committee right 
here at this table.  Before we approve a social event. 
Social talks to us about it and if we were to object we 
would cancel it.  If A&E brings something to us we 
don’t like we’re going to cancel it. That’s why we give 
everybody reports. Everybody’s reports come to this 
board.  Then it’s this board responsibility to react or 
respond to what’s going on.  
 
Board member Walker – (A&E Board Liaison) First of 
all, we review what owners send to us.  We don’t go 
out and say okay we’re designing your house, your 
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change, whatever. We look at what they submit to us.   
I have no problem with the sign, I think it’s great.  
Thank you Matthias for your share, thank you Carter 
for doing it.  But we look at what somebody submits. 
For as long as I have been on the committee, I don’t 
think we have not agreed with somebody’s request, 
maybe once.  Steve and Eric may remember more 
than that.  I don’t know why it would change anything 
for us to look at it.  We are not architects, engineers, 
we’re homeowners. I don’t know what the issue is, it 
was made available to the public, and Patty published 
it. We’ve been talking about it for three board meetings 
and nobody came saying where are you going to put it, 
what’s it going to look like? Dee I’m sorry I don’t know 
what the ruckus is about.  
 
Board Member Newell – I understand what Dee is 
saying.  It’s not something we have to do, but maybe a 
way to have the community a little more involved. We 
don’t have to do it. I think she is saying it’s a way to 
deflect some of the criticism we get sometimes. I 
remember when I was board chair and we built the 
police station. I got a call from somebody wondering 
how in the world the board took it on itself to spend all 
this money and not let anybody know.  I went back; it 
was on the front page of the Villager 3 or 4 times. It 
was on every agenda for 6 or 7 months. 
 
President Robertson interjected and said -Right there 
is my point. How many people do you think are 
reading the A&E minutes?  The only ones sitting at this 
table. It all comes here folks.  So you have to think 
before you vote yes or no, period.  This is where it is, 
this is where it’s happening. And when they don’t like 
it, it comes to us. That’s the responsibility of sitting in 
the chair. If you don’t like your seat, resignations are 
no problem, I’ll be glad to take them. But that’s not why 
we’re serving. I think everybody does diligence when 
thinking about every decision we make.  I think we 
beat things to death half the time like this subject. We 
look at things long and hard before we make a 
decision. We did it with the dumpsters for months, we 
did it with the sign for months and then we make a 
decision and we move forward and not everybody’s 
going to be happy.  I don’t care if we did everything 
perfect thirteen hundred homeowners are not going to 
come here and say that was great I love it. 
 
Board member Hutchens – doesn’t think the A&E 
needs to be involved at all in the common spaces 
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because that’s not what their committee is for. 
Secondly, if we bat this thing back over the net like 
three million times, we would never get anything done. 
We’re not going to ever be able to make everybody 
happy that’s unfortunate.  But unfortunately that’s the 
way it is.  
 
Board member Stockwell – The last point he wanted to 
add.  From a representation standpoint to the Board, 
we have been elected to represent at each election.  
It’s the resident’s responsibility to look at the people 
running and run if they have ideas and values they 
want to put forth. We have stepped up to do it because 
we want to do our part and are interested and feel like 
we have something to offer and make the best choices 
we can with the options given to us.   It’s not set in 
stone if better ideas are put forward in the future that 
we can proceed and improve from there. In the case of 
the sign we did what we could with the information 
available. If a better option comes available we are 
open to that.  If it is cost effective and best for 
everybody concerned.  We don’t look to shoot people 
down who care about what we’re doing.  We will 
always move forward when there is a good option.  
 
Board Member Childs - added while she had some 
disagreements regarding the placement of the sign, 
she does not agree at all about the negative things 
that were said about the Board.  She thinks everyone 
on the board does absolutely the best to their ability to 
spend their time and effort and has truly good 
intentions, so those comments she disagrees with.  
 
Betty Newell – wanted to take this time to thank Jess 
and his department for their excellent job they did 
solving the breaking and entering up on Lanier.  
 
President Robertson said he spoke with Jess when he 
got here and that he forwarded those sentiments along 
to the officers involved.   
Board member Long added that he thought the 
communication with the e-mail blast was smart, 
keeping everyone involved. If anyone in the crowd is 
not on the e-mail blast you can sign up upstairs.  It’s 
not spam. But it will let you know about things like our 
trash being picked up on Monday. Or if there’s an 
upcoming social event. It’s a really good tool.   
 
Administrator Miller added that we were criticized for 
the police department email blasts by several property 
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owners.  It goes both ways.  
 

     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
 B.  Treasurer’s Report   – Liz 

Walker Treasure 
November and December revenue ended the year 
strong.  Amenities did well with the nice weather. 
Expenses were down in November but up in 
December.  2015 ended with revenues slightly less 
than our budget but exceeded 2014 revenues.  2015 
expenses were slightly higher than the budget.  In 
summary, considering all of 2015, I believe we ended 
on a positive note. Thanks to Pam for preparing the 
financials and sending me the notes for this report.  
 
Board member Kozup -     She looked them over and 
wondered why our expenses are up so high?   
Administrator Miller replied – part of our expenses 
were in the police department because we hadn’t 
budgeted for some of the sick leave we had and that 
rolled over.  A lot of times when that rolls over, it rolls 
over into overtime. When it rolls over into overtime it 
hurts. That’s something we need to look at in the 
future. We may need to put another officer on to help 
offset some of that cost.  We do try keeping two 
officers on duty when possible because if we have any 
physical domestic we’re supposed to send two 
officers. With the maintenance department overtime 
you have to remember that we were battling last year 
snow conditions which were terrible for us at the 
beginning of the year.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

     
     
     
     
     
 Issue Discussion Action Due Date & 

Assigned to 
 C.  Developer  -  Matthias 

Smith 
Good morning and Happy New Year.  It’s interesting to 
hear the other side of the coin for P& L in December, 
congratulations on that.  It’s about the experience 
people will have on holiday. Rather it be the residents, 
families of residents, or owners and guest.  We 
certainly got the game in terms of the P&L no 
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questions about that. Again, it’s about the experience. 
Thank you Carter. Thanks team for making sure we 
had a good time. Disappointing is an understatement 
in terms of snow but it’s important to us that people 
have a great time. The feedback was great. We 
thought that there would be more snow and I think a 
lot of our talks in the summer was preparing for this. 
That sign and placement was really about solving a 
problem which was February 21st and there was a lot 
that we talked about.  We talked about on our side to 
solve the problem of a wrecker and another part; 
keeping all the tools we could have available, an 
arsenal, and maybe we jinxed ourselves. So outside of 
the sign, sometimes we over prepare and nothing 
happens.  With a little help through our snowmakers, 
it’s nice to see the slopes open.  We are sold out for 
instruction for this weekend, that’s always a plus. It’s 
nice to see it finally gaining traction.  
How many of you have been to base camp? Positive 
comments from several board members regarding the 
food at base camp.  Matthias continued that he was 
glad to hear that.   
Board member Long said the Massanutten Brothers 
brewing collaboration that’s up at Base Camp.  I tried it 
at Fairways and it’s really good. Taking Base Camp 
and tying in with beer will hopefully keep it going for 
four seasons. To just stay around a little bit longer in 
the shoulder seasons than in the summer that’s 
important   What’s interesting about rising tides is we 
were down everywhere without snow.  It was a great 
lesson for our team and we’re going OMG one of us is 
going to encroach on the other persons business. Ski 
versus the waterpark. Actually the waterpark revenue 
was a little down without it.  We compete with Harpine, 
Vermont and all other ski resorts.  That’s where all our 
energies are.  We talked about adding a second tubing 
line.  Last year we had feedback about too many lines 
so that’s been fixed. In turns of other areas, building 
continues at Regal Vista.  We will have more to report 
on in March.  Exciting press release for the company, 
we completed our transition to become 100% 
employee owned. We signed that release this week.  
That started in 1993 with a series of progressions. 
ESOP is a trust that is set up where all profits go back 
into the employee’s retirement fund and is managed 
the same way through our founder’s board.  We have 
over 150 employees that have been with us over a 
decade, and over 70 have been with us over 20 years.  
We’re really proud of that. We’re getting ourselves 
organized for the year. A lot of our focus now is the 
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winter activities.  We need to diversify as well so we’re 
thinking about what we can do in the summer that are 
complementary activities.  You all have great 
experiences here and we want to make sure that’s 
uplifted. We’re talking about partnerships to help with 
the marketing of that because more to do is better and 
we’re thinking across the way what can we do with 
nice mountains in the summer?   
 
Board member Childs – At one point you guys were 
overbuilt?  Matthias responded. No.  It’s amazing how 
quickly that turns. We will be out of inventory but at 
pace for our bill schedule.  We built one on at the 
beginning of the year and have about 15 more that are 
coming, 20 more should be built toward the end of 
year or beginning of next, which is right about the pace 
of demand.  There is a lot of room in the Woodstone 
area.  
Board member Childs wanted to add that she had a 
good friend here over Christmas with grown children 
and their grandchildren.  They came expecting to ski.  
Despite no snow they had a great week and enjoyed 
the MPOA activities.  

     
     
       D.    Mountainside Villas 

             Owners Association   
             Report by Wayne Ford. 
 
 
 
 

No report. 
 
 

  

     
     
     
     
     
     
 Issue Discussion Action Due Date & 

Assigned To 
 VIII. COMMITTEE REPORTS:       
 A. Executive  -  Report 

presented by President 
Clint Robertson 

The Executive Committee did not meet. 
 

   

     
 B. Architectural & There were 5 requests for renovations, additions or   
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Ecological  - report given 
by Liz Walker  

tree removal.  All requests were approved.  There was 
one request for new construction in January but the 
submission was incomplete and will be considered 
next month.  There are no issues or problems to report 
to the board.    

 
 
 

     
 C. Long Range Planning  -  

Andy Jezorio 
LRPC will be meeting on Wednesday. They skipped 
the meeting in December due to the holiday. A regular 
meeting is schedule for the third Wednesday of every 
month.  

  

 Issue Discussion Action Due Date & 
Assigned to 

 D. Social Committee  -
Report given by Eric 
Millard 

The tentative date for the Committee Appreciation 
Dinner will be March 19th that will coincide with the 
board meeting.  I will work with Crystal on that.  We 
will be meeting sometime in the next month or so to go 
over events for 2016 so if anyone has any comments 
or request, please get it to me by email or phone and 
we will make sure it will be considered when putting 
together our events.  

  
 

 

     
 E. Welcome Committee  -  

Report given by B. Newell 
Did not meet.  Will try to get a meeting together in 
February with all the Block Captains.  
 
Mike Stockwell wanted to know if any welcome packs 
were available.  Betty said she was working on them. 
Eric Millard – Can the packet be created electronically- 
Betty didn’t think so with all the local brochures and 
city maps.   
President Robertson suggested scanning the 
documents and linking maps.  
Board member Hutchens suggested linking a website. 
Board member Long – Wouldn’t the Welcome 
Committee want to go out and welcome instead of just 
click on this; you want to be more personal than this.  
Board member Newell - we certainly could collate stuff 
or have options for new owners to have linked on the 
new website since we’re working on the directory.  

 
 

 

 Issue Discussion Action Due Date & 
Assigned to 

 F. Rules Committee Report 
given by Dee Childs 

Nothing to report.  It’s been quiet.   
 
 

  
 

     
 G. Nominating Committee 

Report – Brian Long 
Michelle Sullivan has applied to the A&ECC we need a 
board approval.  She works at Merck.  Brian 
recommends that she be appointed to the A&ECC.  
Brian also added that Patricia Craft from the 
Nominating Committee had no problems with her 
application.  

Brian Long made a motion to appoint Michelle Sullivan 
to the A&ECC.  Mike Stockwell made second to the 
motion.  The motion carried.   
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Brian Long recommends Bryan Hoskins to the LRPC.  
He has put in an application last year for the LRPC.   
 
We have a Nominating Committee meeting this 
Thursday to start looking at the upcoming election. 
How many spots we need. I think it’s four that’s open 
and we will try to get six to seven candidates.  I will 
talk to Patty about getting that in the Villager and 
getting it out on the E-Mail blast. I will check with the 
incumbents to see how many plan to re-run.  

 
President Robertson appointed Bryan Hoskins to the 
LRPC.  

     
 H.  Web Committee Report – 

Andy Jezioro 
Two things we’re working on.  One is a text messaging 
service. Matthias put us in touch with a company 
called Trumpia which they use. The people are 
fantastic in terms of response.  The price tier will be 
anywhere from $285 per month down to $142 per 
month depending on how you want to pay for it.  $285 
if we pay month by month and $199 if we pay one year 
in advance and $142 if we pay two years in advance. 
That would give us 10,000 messages per month. This 
seems to fit where we are with the number of residents 
and multiple messages to different phones to husband 
and wife.  From what I’ve seen it looks good, it looks 
interesting. I would like to set up a live demo with 
Carter’s staff if this is something the board would like 
to do and then we can come back and make a formal 
recommendation on how this works with Carter’s 
people.   
 
President Robertson wanted to know some detail on 
what it will do for us.  
Andy replied It’s like the text messaging equivalent of 
an email blast. It’s communicating with people very 
quickly, very efficiently; our residents would sign up 
either as a response to a link on our email blast or to a 
link on our Facebook page. We can put a link on our 
web page and if they want to receive these text 
messages they will be forwarded to Trumpia’s site and 
complete data on that site.  
Board member Childs - the school system has 
something like this for snow days.  
 
President Robertson would be up for a two year plan 
but would want it tested first. Encourages the test day 
with staff.  
 
All board members agreed.  
Betty, what would it do for the email we get now?   
Andy you will get the text message now and you don’t 
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have to be home in front of your computer.  
 
Administrator Miller – do we have counters that can be 
used?  I would want to see how beneficial it is and if 
it’s used by owners.  I would be the opposite of Clint 
and want to see the first couple of months to see how 
it’s being used before signing up for two years.   
Board member Andy Jerizo - the text messaging is a 
quick message received on the phone. If you were in 
Martins in Harrisonburg and Massanutten Drive was 
closed you could get the message on your phone and 
not have to be in front of your computer reading your 
email.  We know how many messages the association 
would send out and how many people sign up for it. 
We can say we have 1000 homes sign up for it but 
multiple people in the house signed up for it. There is 
no reason why we cannot start off on a monthly basis 
and switch off to a one or two year pre-paid.  
Mike Stockwell – can someone sign up with their cell 
phone and keep their cell phone number private.   
Board member Andy replied no because the text is 
sent to their cell phone. 
 
Mike re-stated his question. Is there a form where 
someone can sign up for this service without going into 
the directory or something?  
 
Board member Andy said there is no public directory 
of anyone who signs up. Only someone who is an 
Admin or has Admin rights will know who is singed up.  
It’s going to be for peer to peer messaging. It is solely 
for important communications.   
Andy continued with regards to the membership 
directory we are on the right track.  We are close to 
getting a requirements document completed.  We are 
doing a simple one records per property. We are going 
to allow multiple owners names. Do we want to make 
provisions for long term tenants in the directory?   
Board member Newell – in the past we allowed 
owners to forward the directory slips to the long term 
tenants to have the option of being added to the 
directory. 
 
Andy continued with - that answers my question. We 
are thinking of having four multiple owners per 
property and we will have a couple of names of 
tenants as an optional fill in. Each name will have a 
telephone number and email address and they can 
indicate for each of those data elements rather they 
want it published or not. The office will have full access 
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to everything and only if you specifically check that you 
want this published then it will it be seen by the rest of 
the world.   
Since the owner may not live at the property we will 
collect the mailing address.  Again the person setting 
up the record will have the option rather they want it 
published or not but Carter’s staff will have everything. 
I was a bit concerned putting the burden on Carter’s 
staff with the help desk. But looking at the help desk 
features, they are more complex than what we need 
so one feature we will have a re-set password built 
right in so we don’t have to have Carter’s staff deal 
with anything like that.  
Board member Newell commented that the directory 
has owners listed alphabetically and by street.  
Board member Andy replied the data base could be 
searchable by first or last name or street.  At the next 
meeting I will be ready share with you the 
requirements documents.  

     
 Issue Discussion Action Due Date & 

Assigned to 
 I.  Hopkins Park  - Report by 

Sue Kozup 
On March 19th we’re having an Arboretum Community 
workday.  It will be from 12 to 5PM.  Items that we will 
be working on will be the paths, deadwood, gardens, 
and playground cleanup.  We will use the volunteer 
signup up like in September.  We will use Facebook, 
website and put signs up at the mailboxes.  Several of 
you when we had the one in September expressed 
you enjoyed it so this will be our second one. You 
don’t even have to cook dinner because after you can 
head to the appreciation dinner. We got a lot 
accomplished in September.   

 
 
 
 

 

     
 IX. Unfinished  BUSINESS: President Robertson stated the law requires that a 

POA has a registered legal agent. Our registered legal 
agent is Jay. Which we know is no longer our legal 
agent.  Melissa is going to replace Jay.  Melissa has 
been with Litten & Site for approximately 20 years.   
She is a commercial litigator, handling multiple issues 
such as employment contracts, and employment law 
for employers, construction litigation and contracts, 
collections, foreclosures and more. She is familiar with 
MPOA and its operations.  
 
Board member Newell - a question regarding the deer.  
Carter replied; this year we have not had the 
complaints that we have had in the past.  I think the 
deer had food in the woods.  Not having the 
complaints like in the past. It has settled back down 
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which has been nice.   I try to keep up with it and the 
National Forest. In the next couple of years they will be 
taking deer out of their herds to make sure they don’t 
get into the chronic waste disease. I think when the 
chronic waste disease starts getting closer or is even 
indicated in this area is when we will really have to 
take steps.  We’re not on a schedule for deer removal.  

      
     
     
 X.  New Business: President Robertson asks if there was any new 

business from the floor.  Did anyone in the audience 
want to bring anything to the Board today?   
 
Audience speaker - had a quick question – concerning 
the agenda meetings.  Where is it posted what the 
agenda is?   Can home owners get this information 
before coming to a meeting? 
 
President Robertson replied you see under new 
business? That’s basically what we talk about besides 
all of the officers and committee reports  
Audience speaker – Other things have been discussed 
today that’s not on the agenda.  
President Robertson - I cannot predict what any 
committee members going to bring up and how we go 
through it.  
Audience speaker – I’m looking for more information 
like the sign, dumpsters, stonewall terrace pool, things 
of that nature.  We have no idea what’s going to be 
talked about when we come here.   
President Robertson – Neither do I to be fair.  
Audience speaker – there should be at least a hint. 
Everyone on the board at least knows what they are 
going to talk about before they come in here is that 
correct?   
Board Member Long responded - this is the first 
meeting I’ve been to since I’ve been on the board 
where the only people in the audience have not been 
Steve or Patty.  So that means no one from the 
community wants us to talk about anything else. So 
that’s why we don’t have anything on the agenda. Two 
days ago when everybody started complaining about 
the sign, there was nothing on the agenda because we 
didn’t have anything to talk about except for our 
committee reports. That’s what we talk about every 
two months. If there is something you want to talk 
about, get with someone on the board and we will put 
it under new business on the agenda so people can 
see it.  
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Board member Childs – We brought up about the sign 
because we assumed one of you were here to bring it 
up.  
 
Audience speaker – I have to say it’s my first time 
coming to one of these and I wanted to see how it 
works. I’m guilty of not being involved. Not because I 
don’t want to be, I just didn’t know what was going on.  
I spent most of the morning looking for the minutes on 
the website.  They say it’s in the Villager but some of 
us don’t use newspapers anymore. A link to send out 
with email blast to the website for current events and 
what MPOA is talking about would be nice.   
 
Board Member Hutchens briefly explained how simple 
it is to find the minutes and agenda on the 
Massanuttenvillage.com website.  If you google it 
Mass Resort will pop-up.  
 
Audience speaker – is it a hard thing for you guys to 
do a quick link to the agenda’s when sending out the 
emails?  
Carter responded - If you would like, Crystal will get 
your email address and we will send you an agenda 
every other month. 
 
Audience speaker- I’m thinking about for everybody.   
Carter - for anyone who wants it we can do that.  We 
can send the agenda out as an email blast.  
Enrique Morales – There should be an easier way to 
get into those things.   
President Robertson – requested the name of the 
audience speaker so it could be recorded in the 
minutes.  He said his name was Kurt Suttell.  Mr. 
Suttell replied what was the minutes?  You act like I’m 
supposed to know what those are.  
 
President Robertson replied it is a record of this 
meeting just like any other government meeting you 
would go to.  
 
Board member Childs recommended a “cheat sheet” 
of how to access the MPOA website for the annual 
meeting.   
 
Mr. Suttel agreed that would be helpful. 
 
President Robertson asked Mr. Suttel - do you go to 
the annual meeting?  He said he has not but he 
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attends the BBQ and other events.  President 
Robertson said he wouldn’t be able to get the “cheat 
sheet” if he didn’t attend. The office is available to get 
information if he needs it.  
 
Enrique Morales  I have been sitting in those chairs 
with no participation and saying we do it because 
nobody else is in here so we have to make a decision. 
The board has to be very alert of the property owners 
and whenever we modify the view or way of living 
space we have to make people work and participate -
it’s your obligations. You have a bunch of people that 
don’t care but there are people that work just like you 
guys.  So the excuse that there’s no communication 
doesn’t exist.  Let’s go to one committee that calls my 
attention; the Architectural Committee. The word 
Architectural Committee should belong to people that 
know about Architectural aesthetics, maybe we elect 
people.  I’m not talking bad about that committee, I 
don’t know who is there that’s why I can talk like that.  
But I had a problem and I wanted to discuss with them 
and then self says wait we are not involved in those 
things.  We are only involved in drawings that are 
brought into us and we decide if pink is beautiful or if 
pink is not beautiful. We don’t have any say in the 
outside view of Massanutten.  We’re not asked about 
how that Police Station would look.  I’m not saying 
they are good or bad we have an Architectural 
Committee we founded in 1970 something. We 
thought there would be a bunch of Architects or 
engineers, or designers that would be aware of how 
we want to live. What is good or bad?  It is very difficult 
once you get involved rather pink is nice or not.  But 
how can we say that every time we mention we decide 
to make a monster of a building and we do not ask the 
Architectural Committee for approval and then they 
say Architectural Committee was never meant to do 
that.  If it wasn’t meant how about bringing it up and 
discuss and maybe modify with the Architectural 
Committee.  It is a problem for a lot of property owners 
here to comply with all of the rules about cars, hiding 
or gas tanks and water whatever and air conditioners, 
but the Massanutten Property Owners can build a 
thing like they built and have all the air conditioners in 
line.  Someone tell me there’s no way to hide those 
things, I’m an Architect, I know it’s possible. Right at 
the view when you pass by the police parking, I 
understand their emergency and having to have the 
police thing in there but there’s ways to hide the 
employees parking there.  There are ways to hide the 
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trash cans that everybody hates. Ask  experts, ask 
Architects, ask people that dedicate themselves to that 
and they will give you the answer. But you say there is 
no Committee. Then form a committee that guards the 
beauty of this mountain.  And guides and advises you 
to where to put a sign or what trees to cut to not 
destroy the beauty of this place. But that’s not what the 
Architectural Committee does and you don’t want to 
modify the status because it is impossible to modify 
the constitution of the United States.   
 
You guys mention that people don’t come to these 
meetings.  A lot of people try come to these meeting 
and then they see how receptive you are to some 
changes and then we don’t come back for three more 
years.  One important part of communication is your 
link to this group that lives in here is what your 
decisions do to modify what they perceive. And a lot of 
that is done by your Architectural Committee.  Where 
do I go to ask questions?  
 
President Robertson Thanked Mr. Morales for making 
his point.  We work all the time to try to make our 
announcements and what’s going on easier to acquire.   
 
Enrique Morales – Are you, under New Business, 
going to have a discussion to modify the role of the 
Architectural Committee, or form a new committee that 
actually acts as an Architectural Committee. The way I 
understood it in 1970? 
President Robertson – If one of the board members 
wishes to make a motion that we have that discussion 
we absolutely will if anybody on the board feels we 
need another form or another level by all means.  This 
is a voluntary board and you will need a board 
member to represent your cause.  
 
Board member Long – asked do you want another 
A&E Committee for green space?  
 
Enrique Morales – Wants the A&ECC expanded.  
Somewhere in the last 38-40 years the A&ECC shrunk 
and he wants them involved in cutting trees.  
 
President Robertson – they still do that. 
 
Enrique Morales – said we could create another 
committee to be responsible because no one is being 
responsible.   
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President Robertson – Interjected and said thank you.  
Is there anybody on the board that wishes to drive this 
further?    
 
Betty Newell – does not wish to make a motion but 
suggest to Liz to bring his concerns up at the next 
A&ECC meeting.  
 
Board member Walker – At this point, I don’t think 
there is an interest in the A&ECC to review what the 
Massanutten Property Owners has done. I don’t think 
shifting the blame or praise from the Board to the 
A&ECC is going to get you anywhere.  From my 
experience if you don’t come you don’t see. We go 
through things at times and have to modify things that 
come to us. Another thing, we have paid staff if 
someone brings a proposal to us it has backing.  It 
doesn’t say I have some lumber and I want to build 
something. I mean we have basic things that come in 
and if we have something we decide we want Carter to 
hire an Architect or Engineer we would.  I don’t think 
our committee wants to be involved in that at all.  
 
President Robertson – When we built the Police 
Department it took us over a year to get that done.  
We had multiple drawings, multiple sites, and multiple, 
multiple, multiple conversations about doing it. 
Everything was out there.  It was in the Villager several 
times on the front page about three times. Discussions 
go on at this board all the time. If you look back in the 
minutes (that you know now how to get to) you will see 
things get discussed over and over again. It’s always 
available.   
 
Board member Eric – Is on the A&EC Committee.  He 
thinks if the Board wants us to do that he guesses they 
would but does not think they have the tools available 
to do that.  Right now they have the A&ECC design 
manual that is meant for homeowners.  There is no 
section of the design manual that discusses an 
electronic sign.  It would be a lot like what we’re doing 
right here.  Talk about the issues in a general sense 
and discuss recommendations.  It would have to come 
back to the Board because that’s the way it is in the 
By-Laws. So the board is ultimately going to make that 
decision. There may be another recommendation from 
the A&E but if the board feels that is what it needs and 
wants then we can do that.  
President Robertson – I feel like a lot of the 
conversation coming from the floor is that the board 
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doesn’t do its due diligence to make any decision.  
Hey that sounds like a great idea let’s do that. That’s 
definitely what’s not happening here and not the way 
things happen.   
 
Board member Stockwell – question directed to Mr. 
Morales. I wanted to ask and I hope it is understood.  I 
love the stuff that you put forth and the sentiments you 
say it in.  I hear you speak and know you have 
extraordinary knowledge and vision.  We have very 
talented individuals in our community.  We need to be 
as welcoming and receptive as we can to our 
community members who have excellence to give.  So 
what we need to figure out is while maintaining 
smoothness of operation in fairness, there are so 
many business aspects, how do we welcome as best 
as we can the talent of those individuals.  I hear you 
putting forth visions of expertise in the Architectural 
aspects.  I also hear reluctance in wanting to fill one of 
these seats and that’s okay.  You don’t have to.  One 
of these seats or a seat on a committee is how you 
can showcase your talents and we would really like to 
welcome people with expertise to fill those seats but 
also, are there any other ideas that would welcome 
people with talents if they are not willing to fill one of 
these seats. Ways we can be more receptive in a 
general sense to people who want a voice more to the 
group or share a vision in growth?  
 
Enrique Morales - You have to be at each committee 
and meet and be able to welcome those people.  
Probably the accounting committee. Now how do you 
go to the Architectural Committee when they don’t 
meet?   They don’t meet about where the trash can is 
and how many trees are cut, those decisions are very 
important and they don’t meet because they feel that is 
not what they are here for.  They are here for review of 
the drawings of the new houses, only that.  The 
problem is how you approach committees without 
saying that you are against the directors and 
interrupting their meeting  
 
President Robertson – This is where you do that and I 
am saying that no one supports your idea. 
 
Enrique Morales – Okay you don’t support my idea 
and there’s a lawyer here do you support the idea that 
Massanutten Property Owners, with all the rules we 
have, we as a property owners association can we 
break the rules of construction?  There’s a pool that 
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I’m familiar with that we don’t have bathroom for 
handicap, we have buildings that are falling, the 
columns are moving.  We have no committee to tell 
that to. You tell me that’s our bylaws and don’t ask the 
A&ECC. 
 
President Robertson responded - did you bring these 
items to the Administrator?  
 
Yes, Carter replied it has been scheduled for repair as 
soon as the leaf pick up is finished.  One bathroom 
stall will be turned into a handicap bathroom, the old 
miniature golf building will be getting a new roof, and 
columns need repair on one building.  We are also 
looking at making it a nicer entrance coming into the 
pool where people don’t have to go directly into the 
bathroom but go straight through.  I will take care of it.  
It will be done before the pool opens next year and the 
lounge chairs will be covered before we open.  It’s 
already done.    
 
Enrique Morales - I’m not fighting that it’s not going to 
be done.  What about the water that comes in from the 
rain and washes the pee out of the bathroom those are 
the details. Where do you go?  Do you have a 
committee?   
 
President Robertson - That’s not the design of the 
committee and that’s not the intention.  
Board member Childs – thinks what Enrique is trying 
to say is the name of this committee is misleading. We 
need to sit down at some point and clarify.    
 
President Robertson – ask the members of the board, 
does anyone support the idea of reviewing the 
A&ECC? Seeing no one supports that idea.  What I 
see, Mr. Morales thinks the board doesn’t do its job. 
We have heard your complaint and there is not any 
support for your opinion on that.  We are through, 
when we make decisions. We talked about the trash 
cans for months no one complained until it was done.  
We cannot go backwards all the time, nothing would 
get done here.  We have to move forward until 
somebody gives me a retraction.  
 
Board member Long – you want to include MPOA 
buildings in the scope of the A&ECC?  
 
Enrique Morales – Two things, you need to find a way 
to communicate to the people and you need to include 
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a professional Architect that regulates your decisions.  
I don’t know what you guys are, I’m not sure if you’re 
an accountant or whatever, but based on the decisions 
you guys make its for sure you’re not a professional 
architect.  
 
President Robertson interjected and Thanked Mr. 
Morales and asked Steve Kozup for his comments. 
 
Steve Kozup – Introduced himself to Enrique Morales 
and directed his conversation to him.  I met you at a 
budget meeting.  I am a member of the A&ECC, a 
member of other committees, web committee, Hopkins 
park committee. I maintain the Arboretum down there.  
I take somewhat of an offense to the things you say 
based on my experience and some of our members on 
the Architectural Committee.  My training is in the 
department of environmental science, so I’m qualified 
for environmental questions. Eric Millard who serves 
on the social, A&ECC and other committees as well is 
a professional who works for the State of Virginia.  We 
have two former realtors on the committee. Bob 
Grogg, head of the committee, is a former realtor who 
has lived here for many years and has sold many 
properties here.  I think an HVAC expert. We have 
people who are familiar with construction trades and 
so on.  I know you’re an Architect expert and I think 
that is great and would invite you to put your 
submission in because I think opinions are great.  A 
comment I want to make is your observation of the 
pool. Carter is a paid professional who is a certified 
project manager. He is the person who I go to when I 
see a hole in the road and say this pot hole needs to 
be patched or this needs to be repaved. I will go to him 
and he will take care of it. He is being paid to take care 
of that.  That’s why we have professionals here on 
staff. I think we are very fortunate with our property 
management here as well as the economic 
management with Stonewall terrace with all the 
amenities. You saw in the budget meeting how much 
higher our annual assessments would be. $550 per 
year is peanuts compared to how much we would 
have to pay.  I thank everybody on the board and 
Great Eastern for all their work they put in here 
because I recognize being involved and being on 
committees.  I’ve been a board president in the past 
and past vice president of this board.  Everyone in this 
room has been involved on committees and the board 
as well. There are usually only three people here in the 
audience Patty, Patricia Craft and myself.  Patty is 
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here doing her work with the Villager, Patricia serves 
on the Personnel Committee and I encourage 
everyone of you to come out and get involved.  I 
mentioned to Andy before the meeting, the web 
committee is so much more than web, it’s the 
Communication Committee. Communication is a two 
way thing. If you have questions you need to ask 
questions.  I’m not chastising anyone but if you have a 
question you need to ask, every board members 
number is posted at the mail station.   Fortunately, on 
the local website it’s also posted there.  It’s one of 
these things where folks need to participate.  
 
Board member Brian Long commented - one of the 
reasons he ran for the board is he didn’t like the 
communication process that we had.  And I think the 
email blast is the best thing we started doing and 
getting it out to more and more people is a great way 
of communication. But what I found in our community 
is that we are so diverse in ages that there’s not one 
form of communication that’s going to hit everybody.  
We’ve been expanding it, we have the Facebook and 
that helps, we have the email blast and that’s helping 
and the text will help even more. Flyers in the mail are 
not going to help anymore. Like the NextDoor.com I 
just signed up for yesterday, will be a great tool.  I’m 
going to use it to put on the agenda every month.  So I 
know Kurt, you were on there, so when it comes out to 
us we can put it there.  If you want something on there 
I will get it to Clint so it can be put on the agenda. But 
communication is getting better and I think it will keep 
increasing and we will see which form is more effective 
as we go along. If we find out how people want to get 
the communication out even more, it’s going to help us 
get it as well. And then again, having the Villager is 
another form but it’s just finding what’s best for 
everybody and hopefully getting it out to everybody.   
 
Steve continued - I printed something out that over the 
years as a volunteer I have seen and was given by a 
Lieutenant in the Herndon Police Department when I 
volunteered with them.  I know you guys have had a 
hard few months.  I want you to know I appreciate it 
and my recommendation to Clint and Carter if you feel 
it worthy that you put it on a poster and put it up here 
on the wall. Every volunteer that comes in here will 
understand it.   
 
Jay Hutchens – Thanks for all you do Steve 
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Betty Newell – the committees are open to the public, 
so property owners can show up and sit in on 
meetings except for the Rules Committee. People 
need to speak up if they have issues and people need 
to join committees.   
 
Board member Long confirmed we will need six spots 
this year.   
 
Marty Bailey – I support getting information out to the 
homeowners.  As a newbie I didn’t get a welcome 
packet.  I got involved with the Women’s club and 
that’s what got me started with the community.   
 
Board member Hutchens – you can always come to 
the office. Crystal has been here a long time, Carter 
too.  I’ve been here 9 years, I’m ready to go, come 
take my seat.  But if you go up there everybody up 
there is super nice and if you have any questions. 
They will direct you.  We do the best we can.  Because 
they are very, very helpful.  When those thoughts 
come up call them.    
 
Marty Bailey - I agree with you, I’ve been here and 
nothing works better than someone knocking on your 
door.  
 
President Robertson – Agreed and informed her that 
the committee also needed more volunteers. 
Everything is volunteer; no one is paid but Crystal, 
Carter and Melissa at this table. “See a need; fix a 
need” that’s why I got on the board because I got tired 
of sitting in line at the guard shack to get in. So now 
we have an owner’s lane.  Changes come by bringing 
them to the board and getting a seat on the board.  I 
encourage you to keep communicating with the board. 
We are definitely looking at every angle at 
communicating with the community. The information is 
definitely out there in multiple venues and they are 
going to keep trying to expand it obviously.  We don’t 
do things half hazard here.  A lot of times things take 
far too long. It’s never done quickly or done without 
thought. I appreciate the comments today. Does 
anyone else have any new comments?  
 
Jeff Laurian - A quick question, is there a formal 
process that needs to be written up and do you bring it 
to a member of the Board or just bring it to the floor? 
 
President Robertson – You can bring it to the Board.  
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Everybody’s email and telephone numbers are posted 
at the mail station and posted on the website.  Call 
anyone of us. I have had hour long conversations with 
people.  I am willing to talk to you about anything that 
concerns you.  Things that frustrate me is seeing on 
the website that I’m doing a terrible job when I have 
never met the person. That’s when I get frustrated.  
They don’t even know who I am but they’re going to 
say all kinds of things about me and the people I work 
with. Anytime this Board gets attacked I take it 
personally. I know these people. I have been working 
with some of these people for years. Betty and I have 
been working together for 10 years.  So to say we 
don’t care about the community or we don’t care about 
how it looks or where it’s going is definitely is offensive 
to me.  
 
Board member Long – reminded everyone that the 
meetings are every other Saturday every other month. 
And if anyone wanted to submit something to the 
board it should be submitted two weeks prior to the 
meeting.   
 
President Robertson – continued with if you call me 
tomorrow I will put your request on March’s agenda.  
Bring it to the office, bring it to Carter, you can get it to 
us any way.  
 
Jeff Laurian, -– Is there a master plan for the use of 
Massanutten property?  There has to be something 
that shows Massanutten property and roads.   
 
President Robertson – replied yes 
 
Jeff Laurian – Is this available for everyone to see? 
 
Carter – I have a master plan hanging on the wall in 
my office I will be glad to show that to anybody. 
Rockingham County has a master plan because Great 
Eastern is the developer of the community there is no 
additional growth for residential.   
 
Jeff Laurian - Part of the Master Plan should report 
how green space is used.   
 
Carter – Yes that is here and I have that for you.  As a 
matter of fact the map with greenspace I have set 
outside my office and can show you anytime.  
Board member Stockwell – Thank you everybody who 
contributed. I think we got sensitivity because of our 
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volunteer place. We should be clear we want you guys 
to say this stuff. Please don’t take any negative feeling 
that you got this sensitivity and not contribute again.  
We need to be mindful as a group of our public 
relations aspects.  I think we do have work from a 
proactive educational standpoint to make it really easy 
for people to find out how this system works because it 
wasn’t clear to me either. I had to sit here to 
understand it and it shouldn’t be that way.  It should be 
clear for any resident to know how their local 
government works. We have some work to do from a 
public relations standpoint to get that out there.  To 
make sure we are revitalizing our welcoming of new 
members. I want to get a packet for our neighbors who 
are new, that’s fallen by the wayside a little bit. But 
again, we need volunteers to help out and that’s many 
volunteers.  I think we do have work to do to make 
sure it’s easy for everybody and everybody feels 
trusting of what we’re doing here. 

     
     
     
     

  XI. Executive Session President Robert requested a motion to go into 
executive session for discussion of contractual issues.   

Betty Newell made a motion to go into Executive 
session.  The motion was second by Eric Millard.  The 
motion carried.  

 

          
 XII. Adjournment With no further business meeting adjourned 12:06 PM  
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